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ABSTRACT

Objectives To explore the impact of the provision of care of forcibly displaced Syrian mental health professionals (MHPs) to Syrian clients in the community given shared experiences and backgrounds with clients.

Design A qualitative study using thematic analysis of in-depth semistructured interviews to explore shared realities, self-disclosure and the impact of providing therapy.

Setting Syrian MHPs operating in Gaziantep and Istanbul, Turkey, were interviewed.

Participants Sixteen forcibly displaced Syrian MHPs (eight male, eight female) aged between 24 and 54 years (M=35, SD=8.3) who provided care to the displaced Syrian community in Turkey.

Results All workers described having a shared reality with their clients as helpful in therapy and a smaller proportion described it as a vulnerability. All described their work with Syrian clients as fulfilling and most described it as distressing. Participants referred to self-care, supervision, peer support and personal therapy as a means to cope.

Conclusions This study provides the first insight into the shared experiences of the ongoing trauma, loss and violations resulting from the ongoing Syrian conflict from the perspective of Syrian MHPs, adding to the literature of the professional issues and ethical duty to protect health workers in conflict settings.

BACKGROUND

The ongoing Syrian conflict, seen as the worst humanitarian crisis of our time, has led to the displacement of half of Syria’s population, with over 13.1 million Syrians in need of humanitarian assistance leading to an ongoing public health crisis. The Syrian healthcare community has been a target of the military strategy led by the Syrian government, with reports of 478 attacks on medical facilities with 830 medical personnel killed since the beginning of the conflict and ongoing systematic violations of international humanitarian law, including the use of missiles, sniper and chemical attacks on hospitals and ambulances and the torture of healthcare workers. The majority of published literature sheds light on the impact of medical personnel, yet to our knowledge no literature exists on the impact of the conflict on mental health workers.

Widely endorsed global mental health programmes and guidelines emphasise the importance of working with communities and influential community figures, and where specialist support is required, guidelines recommend referring clients for evidence-based trauma therapies such as eye movement desensitisation and reprocessing (EMDR) and trauma-focused cognitive behavioural therapy where trained and supervised therapists are available. Consequently, expatriate Syrian mental health professionals (MHPs), various Syrian non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and international NGOs (INGOs) have made initiatives to provide training and supervision for evidence-based therapies to displaced Syrians. While doing so mobilises resources, reduces language barriers and enhances cultural sensitivity, it also comes with challenges including high case loads with reduced opportunities for supervision.

Strengths and limitations of this study

- This study is the first to explore the experiences of forcibly displaced Syrian mental health workers and the shared reality of Syrian mental health workers and their Syrian clients using in-depth semistructured interviews and thematic analysis.
- The first author is an Arabic speaker and mental health professional who interviewed participants in their native Arabic language.
- This is an exploratory study of a small sample of forcibly displaced mental health workers in Turkey.
- Due to the limited literature on Syrian mental health workers, these findings have implications for the ethical duty to protect Syrian mental health workers through the provision of adequate support in conflict and post-conflict settings.
given the lack of qualified supervisors relative to demand, with potential negative emotional consequences.

The term ‘shared traumatic reality’ refers to situations where both professional and client have been exposed to the same communal disaster, and ‘double exposure’ refers to health professionals’ exposure both as professionals providing a service and as members of the community. Most studies of a shared traumatic reality are based on quantitative enquiry. A qualitative meta-synthesis of studies of the impact of trauma work on trauma workers found themes related to emotional and somatic reactions to trauma work such as sadness, helplessness, nausea and despair, changes to schemas and behaviours such as questioning themselves and their lives and perceiving the world as unsafe. While much research focuses on the potential negative consequences, recent research is acknowledging the potential for shared resilience in a traumatic reality.

Very little literature exists on Syrian MHPs warranting in-depth exploration to understand their context and experience. Despite intraverability and intervariability within Arab cultures, the influence of Syrian culture contributes to differential conceptualisations, processes and experiences such as kissing and hugging strangers in same-sex greetings, asking about family and offering food or drink given the deep-rooted values of family and hospitality in Arab culture, likely influencing the MHP–client dyad. Given these Syrian-Arab cultural frameworks and the shared ongoing trauma reality of Syrian MHPs and clients, it is unclear what this reality looks like and how it differs (or not) from a context of Western mental healthcare.

In a typical Western therapeutic context, self-disclosure is used cautiously, occurs infrequently and often relates to MHPs’ professional background rather than personal details. Disasters, regardless of geographical location, often create boundary ambiguity between the personal and professional with the penetration of demands from neighbours, friends and acquaintances, which can lead to burnout and strong countertransference arousal responses. A shared traumatic reality creates a feeling of universality leading to increased MHP self-disclosure. Appropriate self-disclosure allows the MHPs, as the ‘wounded healer’, to show their resourcefulness and to instil hope in clients of healing and recovery, at the same time, increased self-disclosure within a shared reality can increase MHPs’ vulnerability for distress.

It is unclear how or whether MHPs’ self-disclosure, in any capacity, features within these therapeutic dyads. It is expected that a shared reality in the context of Syrian culture may lend itself to MHPs’ self-disclosure, particularly within Turkey where Syrians are living within a small city, and that there are very few MHPs relative to residents. Many Syrian MHPs are themselves forcibly displaced, have witnessed and experienced traumatic events and, given the ongoing nature of the conflict, have an ongoing sense of hopelessness and loss. The term ‘forcibly displaced’ is used throughout this paper to capture those who are seeking asylum as well as refugees. The Syrian MHP–client dyad creates a shared reality that, to the researchers’ knowledge, has not been explored. An investigation of this context is warranted, along with what allows Syrian MHPs to continue to function in their capacity as healers, and what coping consists of within a displaced Syrian context.

This research aims to generate knowledge carved directly from Syrian MHPs’ experiences of providing therapy within a shared Syrian culture and displacement context.

**METHODS**

Semistructured interviews were conducted in Arabic by the first author (AH) with forcibly displaced Syrian MHPs across two cities in Turkey, Istanbul and Gaziantep, the latter being a city 97 km north of Aleppo, Syria, in August and November 2017. Turkey is home to the largest number of Syrian refugees and the majority live along the southern border, with around half a million Syrians living in Gaziantep, a city used as a hub for cross-border support, hosting Syrian and INGOs. Trauma Aid UK, an INGO who provide specialist trauma training for Syrian health professionals in Turkey, facilitated the recruitment of participants.

The interviewer, AH, is a female Iraqi British MHP with clinical experience of mental health and conflict, conducting research as part of her doctoral thesis. It is likely that her characteristics have influenced all levels of the research cycle. Through reflexivity, AH used her clinical experience and cultural background to place herself in a unique position to carry out this research using experiential knowledge to enhance understanding. Participants were open to discussion during interviews, and all expressed keenness to participate given the potential for this research to help others.

The study aimed to (1) investigate the nature and influence of the shared culture and experiences of forced displacement within the Syrian MHP–client dyad, (2) explore the nature and impact of MHPs’ disclosure of shared experiences and (3) examine the perceived impact of providing therapy on MHPs and the associated means of coping. Reporting adheres to the Standards for Reporting Qualitative Research recommendations.

**Participants**

Participants consisted of a purposive sample of 16 forcibly displaced Syrian MHPs residing in Turkey working with Syrian clients, aged between 24 and 54 years (M=35, SD=8.3), 8 male and 8 female, 12 psychologists and 4 psychiatrists. Participants were recruited through Trauma Aid UK’s mailing list and word of mouth. All participants were open to discussion during interviews, and all expressed keenness to participate given the potential for this research to help others. The interviewer, AH, is a female Iraqi British MHP with clinical experience of mental health and conflict, conducting research as part of her doctoral thesis. It is likely that her characteristics have influenced all levels of the research cycle. Through reflexivity, AH used her clinical experience and cultural background to place herself in a unique position to carry out this research using experiential knowledge to enhance understanding. Participants were open to discussion during interviews, and all expressed keenness to participate given the potential for this research to help others.

The study aimed to (1) investigate the nature and influence of the shared culture and experiences of forced displacement within the Syrian MHP–client dyad, (2) explore the nature and impact of MHPs’ disclosure of shared experiences and (3) examine the perceived impact of providing therapy on MHPs and the associated means of coping. Reporting adheres to the Standards for Reporting Qualitative Research recommendations.

**Participants**

Participants consisted of a purposive sample of 16 forcibly displaced Syrian MHPs residing in Turkey working with Syrian clients, aged between 24 and 54 years (M=35, SD=8.3), 8 male and 8 female, 12 psychologists and 4 psychiatrists. Participants were recruited through Trauma Aid UK’s mailing list and word of mouth. All participants were open to discussion during interviews, and all expressed keenness to participate given the potential for this research to help others.
of a number of facilitators to mental health provision. All participants referred to a number of specific psychological tools such as receiving psychological therapy training sessions as well as non-specific tools such as adopting an empathic, non-judgmental stance. Flexible ways of working through Skype or WhatsApp and providing therapy in people’s homes also facilitated therapy. Participants spoke of the importance of psychosocial support including the use of psychological first aid and linking clients to activities and social centres.

The main thing is to provide people with their main needs, not only food and water but also their human rights. We tried to change the mentality of the psychologists and the psychological workers to be able to support the people affected by the crisis. (P5)

There were also a number of barriers. Participants reported feeling under pressure due to high workloads and consequently only being able to provide a limited number of sessions. Participants stated that clients were reluctant to talk about their mental health problems and traumatic experiences, especially sexual abuse, with a general stigma present within the Syrian community accompanied by a lack of awareness of psychology.

They always say: ‘Am I a crazy person?’ I face this word ‘crazy’ a lot. (P1)

Some expressed the need for more trained therapists, risk management staff and sensitive interpreters. Financial difficulties were described both as a barrier to the provision of adequate mental healthcare and training and to patients accessing services due to not being able to travel to sessions.

Main themes
Analysis led to two overarching themes of shared characteristics and personal impact, with 6 themes and 10 subthemes; figure 1 illustrates these themes.

Shared reality
Empathising with experiences
Syrian MHPs lived through war and were forcibly displaced themselves and directly and indirectly experienced traumatic events. This enabled them to empathise with clients’ experience. All referred to this as an asset creating better understanding and trust within therapy.

...they have family who has been detained and I have family who is detained. Some have family who they have not seen for a long time and I too have not seen my family for a long time, because of the war… It lets you be more empathic, sometimes you be may be able to relieve him more…it makes you have more motivation, it makes you feel how much he is literally suffering. (P3)

A smaller proportion of MHPs gave examples of how sharing a traumatic reality led to unpleasant reminders,
some preferring not to go into too much detail to avoid over-identification and emotional harm.

…a male patient, he was in prison and was subject to a lot of torture… I always heard about these things but I never thought I will see it in reality. It was hard for me because afterwards I thought that my brother [who was imprisoned and possibly killed in Syria] might have gone through the same things. (P1)

I do not go into a lot of details with [the client] about the problem, so as not to empathise to the extent that I feel that our problem is one. (P16)

**Understanding language and culture**

As well as having shared experiences, Syrian MHPs shared the language and culture of their clients. MHPs commented on how their nuanced understanding of Syrian dialects allows them to link a clients’ dialect to their cultural, religious, political and social contexts. Their understanding of cultural and religious norms and practices such as the male–female relationship in relation to disclosing emotional experiences, physical touch and using words of comfort appropriately according to a clients’ spiritual context was a useful tool.

We tried in our work to have females treat males but it did not work. This is in our culture, it is shameful for males to talk about his problems with females and this is why males prefer to talk with male doctor. So we started to refer males to males and females to us [females]. (P1)

So if [a client] says my son became a martyr, you don’t just say ‘oh ok’ and write it down and then what… you make them feel that you heard them… and say oh Allah rest his soul, and Allah willing he’s now in heaven and may his martyrdom be a reason for your redemption. (P3)

**Self-disclosure**

The majority of Syrian MHPs used self-disclosure as a tool in therapy with varied uses; to help clients see the MHP as an example of having overcome difficulties given their shared experience, or for political purposes to build the clients’ trust given the tensions and conflicts within in Syria, particularly if clients come from different areas. One MHP noted that:

…[most of my clients] are originally from rural Aleppo and they speak in a different accent as I come from Douma…Patients ask me where I am from. This question could come from the fear inside them that I have different political views or I might report them to the Syrian regime. In this case, I tell them that I am from Douma which they know that it has gone through the same experience as rural Aleppo. (P14)

All MHPs gave disclaimers regarding self-disclosure, either relating to professional boundaries, their psychological approach or their social context. MHPs were more likely to use disclosure to reduce perceived power imbalances:

…when he comes to see a therapist or doctor, he thinks that the therapist/doctor comes from another planet and doesn’t know the struggle that he goes through. So we talk about general issues like there’s a lot of traffic, public transport is expensive, rent is going up for us as Syrians, living in Turkey is expensive …he feels that you’ve experienced the same struggle… (P3)

MHPs spoke about the importance of the use of professional boundaries as a way to protect the client, themselves and the relationship using contracts, fixed hours of contact and placing responsibility onto clients.

Sometimes the relationship becomes unprofessional when I start to use the phone to call them and see how they are doing. When [I feel this] … I reduce the number of sessions and give her the responsibility to make her…life choices. (P10)

This is what made a difference - listening to stories made me stronger and now I was able to override this feeling [of being overwhelmed by traumatic stories] and have immunity and I put a separation between me and the client so that I don’t get affected. (P16)
Personal impact of therapy

Fulfilment

All MHPs spoke about how knowing that they have helped and relieved their clients was rewarding, and for some, this acted as a main motivator to help overcome the emotional difficulties of this work:

…the thing that protects me is to complete therapy [with a client] and see the improvement and change that happened. The person who came completely destroyed and began to love life… when you see the change…this is the biggest thing that pushes me through difficulties. (P16)

MHPs spoke about how their clients taught them things that enabled them to grow emotionally and that listening to difficult and traumatic stories over the years helped to make them more immune to distress as MHPs:

I used to tell my teacher I do not think I can treat people in the future because I lost my brother… she told me you will be able to do it because you are Syrian and you know Arabic and you will be a role model for those people who you will meet. Now [with time] I think this true because when I see Syrians who are struggling I can feel what they are going through. Jalaluddin Rumi said that the wound in your heart is the place where light enters you. (P1)

Most of the Syrian MHPs identified as Muslim and most also spoke about gaining spiritual satisfaction from helping others, with some saying that they felt their purpose was to be brought from the war to help others who are affected, and others saying they feel satisfied that God will reward them for their work.

Distress

As well as the fulfilling aspects of therapy, MHPs also spoke about the personal negative impact of clients’ traumatic stories, describing experiencing secondary traumatic stress and burnout:

At the beginning of my experience I was by myself with a lot of trauma cases I felt that I was burnt out… and that I was trapped. I was not happy, I started having nightmares because I was exposed to very big issues such as incest, physical and sexual assaults, losing body parts and suicide. (P1)

The other day I was working at the orphanage and I saw 11 people in one day…this is a big number and causes pressure, mental exhaustion and burnout. Sometimes you're tired and you need to take a day off…your capacity becomes less…and this is…we all…this is burnout. (P3)

To be honest, sometimes at the end of the day I feel that I am unable to speak anymore, around 5.30 when we finish our work. (P4)

MHPs also mentioned feeling shocked by the traumatic experiences that their clients endured. This shock often came with MHPs empathising and bearing witness to the reality that individuals experienced such atrocities, rather than seeing them as abstract events spoken about or reported in media outlets.

These were things…I only heard about and did not expect that it existed in reality and that I will see it in the real word. (P1)

I was shocked by what [the children] went through… (P10)

I used to think it’s unbelievable all this pain happened to us, I can’t believe to this extent; really is it possible that this shelling happened, these things happened inside prisons? (P16)

Ways of coping

All Syrian MHPs had their individual ways of coping with the emotional impact of therapy. All spoke about the importance of seeking support and increasing their knowledge through supervision, resources or peer support:

Peer support is also important, your colleagues around you, it is not the same as supervision, but it helps. (P8)

You need to work with the skills and the responsibilities that you have, rather than trying to do things you’re not qualified for…[K]eeping up with literature, Cochrane reviews and so on…I try to keep up to date. (P9)

MHPs also spoke about the importance of having support through friends or family to talk about their own difficulties:

Sometimes when I have problems in my life or with my son, it is hard to always listen to all people, sometimes it is a very simple thing but you feel you need someone to ask about you…you just need to talk to someone. (P4)

Six participants spoke about using personal therapy to cope with difficulties so that they can provide better care to their clients, despite this being stigmatised within the community and that this was often not spoken about:

Personal therapy is useful. First, it allows me to put myself in my patients’ position, this makes me feel humble. Second, it gives me the chance to explore the perspectives of other therapists and how they see things. Third, when there is an issue that is overwhelming, personal therapy gives me the space to speak out about it. (PA)

On the social level, people still have stigma about psychology…we don’t tell each other that we need help but we still go and seek the help. We still have the stigma about psychology treatment. (PA)

All participants spoke about self-care, often as spending time either with loved ones or alone without thinking or speaking about work and being around nature:
Gaziantep has a lot of big and beautiful gardens where we go and spend time, sometimes we meet friends, but also sometimes you feel you just want to be on your own. (P4)

My wife has started to follow my cases and understand my work. She says to me ‘where is the self-care? You train on self-care but we want you to do self-care with us!’ [laughter] she’s like ‘Let’s go to the ocean this year’, so we will go with the kids. (P9)

**DISCUSSION**

To our knowledge, this is the first study to shed light on the experiences of forcibly displaced Syrian MHPs providing services to Syrians affected by conflict. This was a qualitative exploration of challenges faced by Syrian MHPs among the shortages of mental health provision, high case loads and emotional vulnerability in light of shared traumatic experiences with clients, while illuminating the satisfaction gained from providing therapy using multiple means of coping. The shared reality of practitioner and client enhances empathy and understanding and overcomes language and cultural barriers often present in these settings where there is a gap between the demand and supply of mental health services.

Published literature, particularly using quantitative methodology, tends to conceptualise positive and negative impacts of therapy provision as separate and mutually exclusive entities. However, a qualitative exploration of Sri Lankan MHPs working with Sri Lankan survivors of trauma described “an accumulated negative emotional impact but also to simultaneously contain positive, growth-promoting and personally satisfying aspects”. Another qualitative study of trauma therapists showed positive changes co-occurred alongside negative emotional impacts. These mirror this study’s findings, where fulfilment and distress emerged as parallel themes relating to the overarching theme of the personal impact of therapy. There is a need to further investigate the coexistence and interaction of the positive and negative impacts of therapy provision, particularly where there is a shared reality. The concept of a shared resilience in a traumatic reality goes some way in understanding this, yet this concept has not been addressed sufficiently.

Syrian MHPs spoke about the shock of the human rights abuses inflicted on their clients by the Syrian government, including torture and sexual abuse, particularly early on in their working lives. This fits with broader qualitative research capturing shock as a theme experienced by counsellors in Sydney working in child protection services and child trauma therapists in America. Similarly, time and experience were key moderators of the negative emotional impact in both studies; more time and experience led to less distress and overwhelming emotions.

Previous research suggests that MHPs’ own difficult experiences may facilitate empathic connection with clients, and this may allow MHPs to be more aware of the thoughts and feelings that clients invoke within them, facilitating helpful reactions to client material. The shared reality of all Syrian MHPs facilitated empathy, enhancing their sense of compassion satisfaction and bonding, allowing them to feel more competent in helping their clients. This shared reality also enabled greater understanding of cultural nuances and language; an important strength given the lack of available sensitively trained interpreters and that matching MHPs to clients based on language similarities has been shown to predict better therapy outcomes.

In some cases, clients’ war-related traumatic experiences reminded Syrian MHPs of their own experiences and some MHPs noted not going into too much detail about the clients’ distressing experiences to avoid overidentification. It is unclear whether or how this may affect the therapy process, particularly when processing or reliving trauma, as theoretical underpinnings of both EMDR and trauma focused cognitive behavioural therapy require clients to bring to mind and/or verbalise necessary detail. Shared realities led to challenges that this data may not have captured. Literature on ethnic minority therapists working with ethnic minority clients reveals challenges including therapist overidentification leading to assumptions and potential clashes in cultural values, the latter also likely challenges for Syrian MHPs working with Syrians residing in a Turkish majority country.

Syrian MHPs in this study reported using self-disclosure cautiously while maintaining professional boundaries, despite theory on shared trauma in a traumatic reality predicting greater self-disclosure, blurred boundaries and burnout. It is possible that adherence to professional boundaries, encouraged by training sessions that many Syrian MHPs received, contributed to protecting participants from the experience of burnout. Syrian MHPs in similar social and financial situations to their clients reported using disclosure as a way to gain common ground, in contrast to more privileged MHPs actively not disclosing. Previous research with cross-cultural dyads showed that therapist self-disclosure was only perceived as helpful when used as an ‘effective strategy for bridging perceived social and power distance’.

Longitudinal research with INGO workers showed that social support was associated with lower levels of depression, burnout, lack of personal accomplishment and greater life satisfaction; self-care among Syrian MHPs was often located in the context of social support. MHPs need to have insight into their feelings and the ability to differentiate between the needs of the self and of the client. A number of Syrian MHPs described personal therapy as a helpful means to do this and as a way to cope with emotional distress despite a stigma surrounding this. MHPs experience barriers to disclosure of undertaking personal therapy with negative consequences such as being seen as incompetent. Syrian MHPs seeking personal therapy are likely to experience double stigma given that mental health problems have been described

among the Syrian community in this research as highly stigmatised, as well as within Arab communities overall. 45

Syrian MHPs collectively experience the ongoing Syrian conflict on a daily basis through media outlets, while hearing first-hand accounts from clients, family and friends about the ongoing human rights violations committed in the context of the failure of the international community and law. This may damage their sense of hope, connection and faith in humanity. Maintaining optimism and hopefulness are essential aspects of being an effective trauma therapist. 44 A number of Syrian MHPs’ strong sense of faith in God and their purpose was away to make sense of incomprehensive violations and to maintain hope. Spirituality also brought a sense of satisfaction to a number of participants and Syrian MHPs saw their work as a good deed towards a wider struggle and a wider cause.

The findings are subject to some limitations. Given that a large part of recruitment was through Trauma Aid’s channels, there may have been an unspoken message that the nature of their involvement would be linked to Trauma Aid, despite emphasis on the voluntary nature of their involvement and the separation of the interviewer and this research. Although a number of participants did discuss the challenges they faced, boundary violations and personal disclosure, this may have created more of a reluctance in openly discussing such topics. Furthermore, the information sheet and content of interviews may have led those who are struggling to understandably opt out, therefore creating a less representative sample and greater impression of coping. This research is a result of the interaction of a small research team, including a bilingual interviewer, with a specific group of displaced Syrian MHPs in the specific context of Turkey, and this should be considered regarding applicability of findings. However, the use of a transparent approach, credibility checks and emphasis on reflexivity throughout the process allows for replicability of the methodology with different groups and contexts. It would be worthwhile to extend this research to other contexts where Syrians are forcibly displaced, such as in Jordan, Lebanon, Germany and within Syria. Mental health provision is likely to differ in each of these contexts given the differences in the numbers of forcibly displaced Syrians, the majority language and culture of the country, the sociopolitical context and the available resources; further research could shed light on this.

The findings from this snapshot of Syrian MHPs may suggest that training local Syrians with a mental health background to provide therapy to Syrians within the community is a helpful way to promote understanding and empathy while reducing cultural and language barriers, as suggested by best practice in mental health and psychosocial support service provision guidelines. 6-8 It is also a sustainable model of mental healthcare provision, in line with the United Nation’s 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and the Sustainable Development Goals. 55-46 Over time, Syrian MHPs gain enough experience to become supervisors themselves, increasing access and resources to mental healthcare within displaced, conflict-affected communities. Given the international refugee crisis as a result of the Syrian conflict, Syrian MHPs are very well placed to support and advise other MHPs who work with Syrians. It would be worthwhile for Syrian MHPs to provide seminars, lectures, workshops and consultations on the provision of culturally appropriate and sensitive support for Syrians.

This model also creates the potential for emotional vulnerability in Syrian MHPs. It is important, then, to ensure adequate supervision where necessary, even if through online means, to enable MHPs to discuss difficult cases. Peer-support should be promoted and encouraged in the workplace within this community; this has been found to help prevent and manage secondary traumatic stress. 47 Personal therapy should also be made available within organisations. Given the stigma of accessing therapy within Syrian MHPs and the small and well-connected Syrian MHP community in Turkey, it would be helpful to introduce an Arabic-speaking therapist (even if virtually), who is not a displaced Syrian MHP within this circle, to ensure confidentiality. Despite high case loads and pressure given reduced resources, increased emphasis and awareness of self-care is important, including promoting a work–life balance.
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